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Take Home Message

As a therapist you ask:
‘What does my patient want to achieve?’ 
But should you also ask:

‘What neurological impairment am I treating?’  
‘What neurological change am I expecting?’



Overview

•The underpinnings of neurological physical 
therapy
•Understanding functional recovery
•Evidence and how to use it



The underpinnings of neurological physical 
therapy



Neuroplasticity:  physiology - the  synapse  -
communication between nerves

• 100 Billion nerve cells
• 1,000 Trillion connections

• Everyday 5% connections are lost and 5% 
are formed

• That enables us to learn

• Excitatory / inhibitory

• Summation



What determines whether a cell fires?



Neuroplasticity is key to recovery
Strong connection

Adapted from Nick Ward’s Amazing Brains Stroke Association Royal Lecture 2019

LOSE IT

USE IT

Weak connection
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Donald Hebb (1904–1985)

Fire together – wire togetherʼ

New post-synaptic dendrite 
spines appearing one hour 

after stimulation –
accompanying synaptic 

efficiency

A B A B

Hebbian Learning 
Repetitive activation of a presynaptic neuron together with simultaneous 
activation of a neighbouring postsynaptic neuron leads to an increase in 
synaptic strength between them.

Substantiated by experimental evidence and underpins LTP and LTD



• In (human) stroke rehabilitation the typical number of repetitions in a session is 30 (Lang 
et al, 2009)

• In animals, changes in primary motor cortex synaptic density occur after 400 (but not 60) 
reaches (Remple et al, 2001)

• Might there be a ‘threshold’ above which UL use improves and below which it decreases 
(Schweighofer et al, 2009)

• Can the number be increased by providing other support to enable movement or giving 
motivating feedback?

Is there evidence to support ‘increased 
dose’?



Summary of the physiology of neuroplasticity

• Changes in sensitivity to neurotransmitters
• Strengthening / weakening of existing synapses
• Formation of new synapses / loss of existing ones
• Axon sprouting
• ….Changes in the cortical map



Neuroplasticity: behavioural level – types of 
learning

• Associative learning – reward, pleasure, pain – Pavlov’s dog
• Non-associative learning – reflex – habituation / sensitisation
• Declarative or explicit memory / learning (consciously aware of 

remembering e.g. facts) learning may be v. rapid
• Non-declarative  or implicit  memory / learning – motor skills 

(demonstrated by ‘doing’)
• Therapists often use explicit learning in training motor skills
• Evidence suggests this may not be effective (12,13)



Stages in motor learning and skill acquisition

• Early cognitive phase (declarative phase – explicit)
• Intermediate phase – trial and error (implicit and explicit 

learning)
• Late autonomous phase (procedural learning)



Skill acquisition: Implicit and Explicit learning
• Explicit learning:

• ‘How to’ – associated with memory, cognition etc. 
• Learning may be very rapid and is tested by questioning

• Implicit learning:
• Motor skills are examples of implicit learning
• Demonstrated by ‘doing’

• Therapists often use explicit learning in training motor skills
• Evidence suggests this may not be effective:

• Durham K et al. Use of information feedback and attentional focus of feedback in treating the person with a hemiplegic arm. 
Physiother Res Int. 2008;14:77–90.

• Johnson, L., Burridge, J. H. and Demain, S. H. (2013) 'Internal and external focus of attention during gait re-education: an 
observational study of physical therapist practice in stroke rehabilitation', Physical therapy, 93(7), pp. 957-966.



External focus and Internal focus tasks
Task External Internal

Straighten your knee as you take weight on that leg

Look at the clock as you walk down the corridor

Pick up the box on the table and put it on the shelf

When you stand-up think about bringing your weight 
forwards over your feet

When you transfer your weight onto your hemiplegic leg, feel
the weight going through your hip

Stand-up and reach forward to touch my hand
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Understanding functional recovery



FORM follows FUNCTION

Maladaptive Neuroplastic
Changes – spasticity
(FUNCTION)

CNS damage resulting in  
abnormal motor 
behaviours

Activities / interventions that
promote more normal motor
behaviours

Useful neuroplastic 
changes – avoidance
of spasticity & 2nd changes
(FUNCTION) 

Reinforcement of 
Abnormal Neural 
Structures (FORM)

Return to more 
Normal neural 
structures (FORM)

Activities / interventions that
promote more abnormal
motor behaviours



What is the difference between recovery 
(behavioural restitution) and compensation?

• Recovery: the reappearance of elemental motor patterns present 
prior to central nervous system injury

• Assessed by quality of movement and neuroimaging

• Compensation: the appearance of new motor patterns resulting from 
the adaptation of remaining motor elements

• Assessed by functional activity

Levin MF et al. What Do Motor “Recovery” and “Compensation” Mean in Patients Following Stroke? Neurorehabilitation and Neural Repair. 
2009;23(4):313-319. doi:10.1177/1545968308328727

https://doi.org/10.1177/1545968308328727


Behavioural restitution 
(QoM e.g., smoothness, muscle synergies) 

Behavioural compensation

(i.e., achievement of functional tasks)

Neuronal substitution+Neural restitution

Changes in the nervous system underpin changes in behaviour

QoM
(Return to normal / healthy behaviour)

>90% within 5-8 weeks

repair
adaptation

Slide adapted with acknowledgement 
to Gert Kwakkel

Need for 
longitudinal studies



Assessment - applying the ICF framework

‘activities’

Behavioural restitution 

(i.e., performance assays) 

Behavioural compensation

(i.e., functional task)

Neuronal substitution+Neural restitution /repair

‘body functions’

Slide courtesy of Gert Kwakkel



• Mean recovery profile predicted by baseline 
score

• But with individual variation

• Improvement in FM-UE at 10 weeks 
identifies patients who have not plateaued 

• And might experience restitution

• Therapy for these patients should target 
normal movement patterns (restitution)

• Patients who have a low score and have 
plateaued at 10 weeks may benefit more 
from therapy targeting functional activities, 
even if using abnormal movement patterns 
(compensation)

• When should patients be recruited to trials –
receive intensive rehab?



So.. 
• Skill acquisition post stroke is likely to be through a combination neural 

recovery and behavioural compensation 
• Initial level of impairment is the best predictor
• But individual recovery profiles vary
• And are important for deciding treatment aims

• Measurement of quality of movement provides data on restitution
• kinematic and kinetic
• Impairment not activity

• We need a better understanding the neural repair process
• And the potential for recovery which is important for:

• Focus of treatment
• Screening for trials



Treatment Aims

• Treatment targeting recovery aims for normal movement patterns 
and follows motor learning principles 
• Treatment targeting compensation focuses on achieving function, 

independence and safe mobility goals
• Personalised treatment demands that we treat patients differently at 

different stages post-stroke dependent on their needs
• Including their predicted recovery



Why is assessment important?  

• Clinical reasons:
• To understand the individual patient’s problems
• To decide on how to solve them – clinical reasoning
• To measure progress and revise treatment plans

• Research-orientated reasons – understand:
• The problem
• The effect of the intervention
• Why a person did or did not get better

• Standardised movement outcome measures and protocols:
• Inform treatment
• Allow pooling of data
• Understand recovery profiles
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Reaching a consensus on kinematic 
measurement tools and protocols



Achieving consensus between 13 experts 
(Core N=5 Advisory N=8) 

• Survey comprising 13 Yes/No, multiple-choice and open questions on:
• Types of movement and specific tasks that should be assessed 
• Tools (e.g. motion capture) including psychometric properties; data sampling and feasibility
• Analysis - metrics
• Protocols and timing of assessment

• Results analysed prior to the consensus meeting

Survey design 
and distribution 

to Core and 
Advisory Group

Analysis of results 
in preparation for 

the Consensus 
meeting in 
Montreal

2 Day consensus 
meeting (Core 

Group) in 
Montreal

Draft 
Recomendations 

distributed to 
Advisory Group 
for review and 

feedback

Publication of 
recomendations



Two types of performance assays

1. 2D performance assays that isolate movements outside a motor 
task context (i.e. that quantify restitution)

2. A standardized functional task 
• applicable to the dominant and non-dominant arm

• can be accomplished through behavioural restitution and/or compensation

• but using 3D kinematic analysis to separate the contribution of each 
component



Recommended 2D-performance assays

A. 2D-planar reaching task performed 
in a Haptic Robot 

B. Finger individuation device 

C. Testing grip strength1

D. Testing precision grip1

1Electronic Pinch Dynamometer, Biometrics 
Ltd., UK



Recommended 3D-functional task

A & B Sitting position

C: start / end position 

D: end of reach phase (grasping cup)

E: drinking phase 

• Lower function may omit grasping



Key findings and recommendations

• Neural restitution relates closely to fine-grained movement quality 
measures that are sensitive and specific

• Distinguish recovery from compensation

• Protocols (application and analysis) and tools should be conceptually 
rigorous, reliable, valid and responsive to change

• Currently only high-resolution digital optoelectronic systems should 
be used

Kwakkel, Burridge et al. Standardized measurement of quality of upper limb movement after stroke: Consensus-based core recommendations SRRR2.  
International J of Stroke. Accepted June 2019





Synthesized recommendations for 
assessments from:

1. Systematic review of Current National and International Guidelines1

2. Delphi consensus2

3. An Overview of Systematic reviews of Upper extremity Outcome 
measures after stroke3

1. J. Burridge et al. Frontiers in Neurology 2019 Vol. 10 DOI: 10.3389/fneur.2019.00567
2. AM Hughes et al. Journal of NeuroEngineering and Rehabilitation (2016) 13:86 DOI 10.1186/s12984-016-0192-z 
3. M Alt Murphy et al. BMC Neurology (2015) 15:29 DOI 10.1186/s12883-015-0292-6 



CAULIN Recommendations: Agreed Purpose 
of Assessment

• Identify and prioritise problems
• Support clinical and management decision making
• Measure progress
• Predict outcome
• Facilitate communication between members of the MDT; 



What Current National and International Clinical Guidelines say about 
upper limb assessment in neurological rehabilitation

• Systematic review of published guidance (measures and protocols)
• Of 552 records 35 satisfied inclusion criteria (made reference to assessment of UL)
• Divided into National Guidelines and other published practice guidelines

• Agreement that assessment is critical
• Conducted early and at regular intervals
• By a healthcare professional trained in using the measure 
• Encompassing body function and structure, activity and participation

• Only 6 guidelines recommended specific outcome measures and /or protocols
• Conclusions:

• Current lack of guidance may hold-back progress in understanding function and recovery 
• Need for consensus 
• Need for International Guidelines on assessment

Burridge et al. A review of international clinical guidelines for rehabilitation of people with neurological conditions: what recommendations are 
made for upper limb assessment? Frontiers in Neuroscience 2019



Measurement tools and protocols
• Tools

• Valid and reliable
• Responsive in the stroke population
• Meet the needs of the patient

• Protocols
• Administered by trained professionals
• Early after onset, prior decision making (discharge, transfer)
• Before, during and after treatment
• Assessment of < 15 minutes is most acceptable for the patient and assessor. 
• Assessment of < 30 min acceptable
• No test battery should be longer than 3 hours







Wearable sensors..

• Are widely used outside healthcare
• Monitor quality and amount of movement and provide feedback

• Clinical decision-making – choice of treatment
• Detect changes in response to treatment
• As feedback to motivate, guide and encourage – real time and summary and 

sometimes interacting with computer games

• Platform for remote monitoring 



In Summary

• Strong agreement between SRRR2 and CAULIN
• Distinguishing recovery from compensation is essential for 

understanding mechanisms of recovery and deterioration
• And therefore to advance and optimise treatment 
• Use the same core measures so that data can be pooled, trials and 

interventions compared
• The SRRR2 reached consensus on tools and protocols for measuring 

quality of movement (recovery)
• Cost Action reached consensus on Clinical Assessment  of the Upper 

Limb In Neurorehabilitation (CAULIN)



Adine Adonis

Chair of ACPIN (Association of Chartered 
Physiotherapists in Neurology)



Evidence and how to use it



Can stroke rehabilitation benefit from advances in 
understanding neuroplasticity and motor learning?

• Neuroplasticity is fundamental to recovery (and learning)
• Changes in structure and function of the CNS
• Prevention of spasticity by supporting movement
• Models of practice
• Remember that repetition is not enough….



How therapy can promote recovery

• Intensity
• Facilitating normal movement patterns
• Preventing unwanted movement patterns
• Motivation – feedback
• Interacting with patient’s goals and needs 



Is rehabilitation technology useful?

• It should be if: 
• Amount and intensity of practice is important in recovery
• Technology can provide greater amounts and intensity

• But is there strong evidence for either?
• If we understood how and when technologies should be used…
• Movement data are critical



Systematic Review of the 
Evidence

• “Time spent in rehabilitation: effect on measures of activity after 
stroke”
• Published in 2021 
• International team of authors

Clarke, B., Burridge, JH. et al, “The effect of time spent in rehabilitation on activity limitation and impairment after stroke." 
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews(10).



Review Methodology

People who have had a stroke, 18+, 
including SAH

Rehabilitation

Different amounts of time spent in the 
same rehabilitation intervention 

ADL, UL & LL Activity, UL & LL 
impairment, participant experience



Review findings – searches:

• Identified 36,880 unique records
• 21 studies met the criteria
• Total of 1,288 participants
• Time since stroke: 

• 16 studies - up to 6 months
• 5 studies – more than 6 months

• Different types of therapy studies (Physiotherapy/ Occupational therapy, NMES, 
Robot Assisted Therapy, CIMT, Upper Limb rehab)





Conclusion

• Small amounts of additional rehabilitation are unlikely to improve 
clinical outcomes
• Large amounts of additional rehabilitation may be beneficial  
• Implications:

• Prioritise patients
• Technologies to increase amount of therapy
• High quality trials - differences in amount of intervention
• Standardised outcome measures to enable pooling of data



Evidence for effectiveness of a few 
technologies



Saeboflex

• Enables practice of functional tasks

• With more normal movement patterns

• Especially in people who have active grip but 
problems opening the hand

• Very little research evidence
• Popular with physiotherapists



Robot therapy

60



Theoretical benefit of Rehabilitation Robots

• Robot will allow the patient to achieve a task
• Repetitions
• Graded (support or resistance – intelligent adjustment)
• Motivating 
• Intensive and safe training

• Appropriate for all levels of ability





Evidence for Robot Therapy

• Evidence for improved motor control (impairment) and some evidence 
for improved function [Kwakkel 2008, Mehrholz 2010, EBRSR & Prange
2006]. People with moderate impairment may respond better

• Proximal training = proximal benefit
• Better understanding of how therapy should be applied
• Need for standards in protocols and outcome measures



The drug trial model will not work

• Rehabilitation is not a pill
• Impossible to get sufficient ‘N’ of participants who will respond well
• So the temptation has been to recruit large numbers of unsuitable 

participants and give them all the same treatment
• For example the RATULS trial



Robot Assisted Training for the Upper Limb after Stroke (RATULS): 
a multi-centre randomised controlled trial comparing robot-assisted training; an enhanced upper limb 

therapy programme; and usual care.

Trial design



• RT using the MIT-Manus robotic gym (shoulder-elbow, wrist and 
hand modules) did not improve upper limb function when 
compared to EULT or UC 

• EULT did not improve upper limb function when compared to UC 

Funded by the NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme (project number 11/26/05). The views and opinions expressed here are 
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the HTA programme, NIHR, NHS or Department of Health.

Primary outcome: ARAT success at 3 months

Upper limb impairment: Fugl-Meyer motor score

Activities of daily living: Stroke Impact Scale

• RT and EULT led to improvement in upper limb impairment 
compared to UC

• EULT led to improvements in ADL compared to RT or UC

Conclusions



RATULS – why were results neutral?

• N=770 – selection criteria
• Dose: 45 minutes 3xweek 12 weeks
• Heterogeneous sample all had the 

same intervention
• Was there contamination? 
• Comparisons between Robot vs. 

EULT vs. usual care 



GripAble

• Affordable (<£500)

• Accessible

• Adaptable

• Motivational

• Quick to set-up

• Interactive

• Assessment & goal-setting



GripAble
zoom_0.mp4
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https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fimperiallondon-my.sharepoint.com%2Fpersonal%2Fmb4519_ic_ac_uk%2FDocuments%2FAttachments%2Fzoom_0.mp4&data=04%7C01%7CJ.H.Burridge%40soton.ac.uk%7C40a576842f844ec36b6508d99eca7773%7C4a5378f929f44d3ebe89669d03ada9d8%7C0%7C0%7C637715414690691629%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=fYuQ0QEJ5opsAX2R9zeYB0cw7LXP4BfEKfZboTcbEck%3D&reserved=0








Feasibility Results

Hypothesis: Results

Stroke patients with UL weakness will engage in 
increased independent exercise (without direct 
professional supervision), when provided with an 
adapted gaming device

GripAble use N=20: 

Data from GripAble device (n=10): 31 minutes 
daily (0.04-126 minutes )

Self-reported (n=20): 26 minutes daily (15-45 
minutes)

Repetitions: 360 task specific UL repetitions per 
day (2.3- 1243) 

Broderick, M., et al. (2021). "Self-Directed Exergaming for Stroke Upper Limb Impairment Increases Exercise 
Dose Compared to Standard Care." Neurorehabil Neural Repair: 15459683211041313.



Questionnaire and 
interview data

“It inspired me to do something. 
Some (activities) harder than 
others- I found ones that worked 
for me”

“ found it very useful….definitely 
helped with boredom.
It will help me improve and 
regain my confidence”

“I find it a very nice game, good 
and very interesting. 
Sometimes I go to touch it and it 
doesn't work, sometimes I want 
to play but it doesn't work.”



Conclusion

• Self-directed UL therapy with GripAble is safe and can provide a high 
dose of rehabilitative therapy
• Acceptability and use was linked to NIHSS (level of disability) score
• Pilot randomised control trial
• Definitive clinical trial



Summary
• Clinical decision-making can be informed by an understanding of:

• Neuroscience – physiology and behavioural
• Recovery profiles
• Motor learning principles  – especially implicit vs. explicit learning and Internal vs. 

external focused tasks
• Assessment and the use of agreed measures is critical to effective therapy 

and advancing neurological rehabilitation
• Amount  of therapy matters
• Technologies may be useful but we need better evidence
• Affordable easy-to-use technologies may be the most effective and 

complement current practice
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But should will you also ask:

‘What neurological impairment am I treating?’  
‘What neurological change am I expecting?’


